We demonstrate theoretically that laser-induced coherent quantum interference control of asymptotic states of dissociating molecules is possible even in the (one-photon) weak-field limit starting from a single vibrational eigenstate. Thus, phase dependence in the interaction with a fixed energy phase-modulated pulse can persist for some time after the pulse is over. This is illustrated for the nonadiabatic process: I + Br * ← IBr → I + Br, where the relative yield of excited Br * can be changed by pure phase modulation. It is shown that the phase is able to influence wave-packet spreading in the continuum as well as the average internuclear distance in each channel.
I. INTRODUCTION
The idea that optimized laser fields can guide the dynamics of an atom or molecule from a given initial state into a desired final state has attracted much attention in recent years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Consider a molecule ABC which is bound in its electronic ground state and where fragmentation can take place in excited electronic states. A generic problem in laser control concerns the control of a reaction of the type A + BC ← ABC → AB + C, in particular, to what extent can one take advantage of the phase coherence of laser pulses in order to change the branching ratio between the two channels A + BC and AB + C as well as the final state distribution within each of these rearrangement channels.
The time-dependent phase-coherent electric field of a laser pulse can be represented by
where A(ω) is the real-valued distribution of frequencies and φ(ω) is the real-valued frequency-dependent phase. The temporal duration and shape of the pulse depends on the phases whereas the energy in the field ∝ |E(t)| 2 dt ∝ |A(ω)e iφ(ω) | 2 dω = |A(ω)| 2 dω is independent of the phases. Disregarding effects of varying the frequency distribution of the pulse, pulse shaping is obtained by employing a phase-modulated excitation pulse. Phase modulation in turn will change the magnitude of quantum mechanical interference terms in the interaction with matter; this is the essence of coherent control.
Coherent control in the weak-field (one-photon) limitwhere amplitude exclusively is transferred from the electronic ground state to an excited state surface-uses the laser's phase coherence and exploit quantum (multiple-path) interference in its purest form [2, 9] and is a real extension of traditional (incoherent) photochemistry. However, when excitation out of a single eigenstate of ABC is considered and direct * neh@kemi.dtu.dk fragmentation takes place within a dissociative continuum of states, a seminal proof showed that no phase control of final state distributions of the fragments [10, 11] is possible in the long-time limit.
Laser phase dependence can, however, be observed when weak-field excitation out of a nonstationary superposition of bound vibrational states of ABC is considered. The branching ratio depends, e.g., on the time shift/delay of the laser pulse [12] [13] [14] , which is related to the linear part of the phase function φ(ω).
Beyond the weak-field limit, coherent control plays an important role in the pulsed strong-field excitation out of a single stationary vibrational state of ABC. In the strong-field limit, amplitude can be transferred from the electronic ground state to an excited electronic state and back to the electronic ground state. This can lead to a nonstationary superposition of bound vibrational states of ABC which subsequently is transferred to an excited electronic state where fragmentation takes place [15, 16] . The optimal pulse shape can often be decomposed into properly timed pump and dump pulses between various potential energy surfaces. These pulses are based on proper time delays and pulse shapes, i.e., coherent control plays again an important role. The use of strong fields create, however, potential problems with the population of unwanted channels, e.g., related to ionization.
Recently, the weak-field excitation out of a single stationary state has attracted considerable renewed attention [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Thus, a reinvestigation of the circumstances under which weak-field coherent control is possible has been undertaken. As mentioned above, for direct fragmentation in the longtime limit, it has been shown that such control is not possible [10] .
Phase dependence of isomerization yields has been reported recently in the weak-field limit [17] [18] [19] [20] . It was shown that phase dependence can persist over long times when the few modes that are active in the isomerization are coupled intramolecularly to the many vibrational modes in a large molecule or, in general, to an external environment. This coupling allows for dissipation of energy from the isomerization coordinates and effectively constrains the observables to finite times of the system dynamics.
We show here that a phase dependence associated with a fixed bandwidth phase modulated pulse can be observed and persists for some time after the pulse is over-also for direct fragmentation within an isolated dissociative continuum with a few degrees of freedom. Not only the total dissociation probability [22, 23] but also the branching ratio between two channels can be modified. It is shown that the phase is able to influence wave-packet spreading in coupled continua and, remarkably, also the average position in each channel.
II. MOLECULAR SYSTEM AND THEORETICAL/COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH
We consider in the following the fragmentation of a diatomic molecule leading to atomic fragments in two different electronic states. Specifically, we consider the process,
where Br * is the spin-orbit excited Br( 2 P 1/2 ). The relevant potential energy curves for IBr [24] [25] [26] are shown in Fig. 1 . The two excited state potentials interact with each other around their crossing at an internuclear distance of about 6 a.u., which leads to the ground and excited adiabatic states. We consider in the following laser excitation out of the vibrational and electronic ground state at a center wavelength of λ 0 = 530 nm. Essentially direct dissociation takes place for λ < 545 nm, which is above the dissociation limit for both channels. This three-state model [25] works well at low energies (i.e, λ > 500 nm) additional excited electronic states are involved at higher energies [24] . For simplicity, we consider an electric field corresponding to a Gaussian frequency distribution (centered at ω 0 ) with a quadratic phase function [27] , i.e.,
where 1/τ 0 is the frequency bandwidth and β 0 is the linear spectral chirp. The time-dependent electric field in Eq. (1) then takes the form, With this chirp, the temporal duration of the Gaussian pulse envelope is still within a few hundred femtoseconds, i.e., τ FWHM = 187 fs.
We treat IBr as a one-dimensional system (see Ref.
[25] for details), assuming that the transition dipole moment for the X → B transition is oriented in the direction of the field. In this description, the angular momentum of the overall rotational motion, i.e., the centrifugal energy is neglected in the dynamics of the internuclear motion. This is an excellent approximation, at least, for small values of the angular momentum [22] . The laser-induced dynamics is calculated within the electric-dipole approximation and first-order perturbation theory for the interaction with the field. The wave functions, potentials, and coupling element are represented on an equally spaced grid of 1024 points with 3.70 x 20.50 a.u. An absorbing potential is added for x 18.4 a.u. to avoid unphysical reflections into the inner region. The initial wave function in the vibrational ground state is computed using the Fourier-grid Hamiltonian method [28] . In the diabatic representation, the time propagation of wave functions, ψ i (x,t) where i refers to channel I + Br * or I + Br, is accomplished by the splitoperator method [29] .
The atomic fragments are detected spectroscopically with a short probe pulse. The relevant Franck-Condon window function can be approximated by a step function at x = x d , which implies that the probe signal can be evaluated as the time-integrated flux at x = x d [30] . The probability flux is obtained from
where m is the reduced mass of IBr. The time-integrated flux over [−∞,t] yields the dissociation probability and is proportional to the time-resolved probe signal,
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In the following, we choose x d = 10 a.u. which is within ∼150 cm −1 from the asymptotic value of the potentials. Thus, for a short probe pulse tuned to an atomic transition in the fragments, this point is within the energy spread of the pulse. The intensity of the pump pulse is 1.7 × 10 10 W/cm 2 (with a constant transition dipole moment of 1 a.u.), such that the calculations are performed in the weak-field regime.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We consider the total dissociation probability in the two channels I + Br * and I + Br and the relative yield of Br * , defined as Br * /(Br * + Br). Figure 2 shows the total dissociation probability and the relative yield of Br * as a function of time. The results are shown for different linear spectral chirps. The dissociation is completed at around 600 fs with detection starting at x d = 10 a.u. The general findings are insensitive to the precise choice of x d . Note that the total dissociation probability is less than 5%; in this weak-field regime the excitation probability depends linearly on laser intensity. As The dashed curve to the left shows the pulse envelope of the chirped pulses (in arbitrary unit). The relative yield is plotted after the pulse has decayed and note that all three laser pulses have exactly the same energy. expected, the results are independent of chirp in the long-time limit but we observe a clear phase dependence at early times after the pulse has decayed, in particular, in the time interval from 200 to 400 fs. We checked that the expectation value of the relative momentum p as well as the associated uncertainty p is independent of chirp-in the long-time limit after 600-700 fs. The I + Br * channel has the lower relative momentum compared to I + Br due to the higher potential energy.
With the negatively chirped pulse (β 0 = −1000 fs 2 ), high momenta are launched first prior to the low momenta. For the positively chirped pulse (β 0 = 1000 fs 2 ), low momenta are launched first prior to the high momenta. Comparing Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), we observe that with negative chirp, the total flux in the interval from 200 to 400 fs consists of a mixture of Br and Br * . For the transform-limited pulse, the flux in the interval from 200-300 fs is pure Br (due to the higher relative speed of Br). With positive chirp, the flux in the interval from 200 to 380 fs is pure Br.
In order to explain the observations in Fig. 2(b) , we show in Fig. 3 the expectation values of the interatomic distance x and the associated uncertainty x. It is well known that chirp can change the spreading/focusing of a wave packet and 023417-3 this phenomenon has previously been analyzed in detail under simple adiabatic dynamics [31] [32] [33] [34] . In the present case with nonadiabatic dynamics in coupled continua, we observe that chirp changes x and that wave packet focusing can be clearly observed for positive chirp. The spreading/focusing within the first 400 fs is, however, quite different in the two electronic states. It should be noted that all wave packets are outside the crossing region after about 150 fs and, essentially, free after about 200 fs. Figure 3 shows, for all cases, that the expectation value of the interatomic distance x increases linearly with time at sufficiently long times. This is what one expects for a free wave packet. However, a remarkable effect is observed: The average position of the wave packet can be controlled by the laser chirp! For I + Br * , the smallest values of x and x are obtained for positive chirp, larger values for zero chirp, and the largest values for negative chirp. The implications are, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , that Br * arrives at the "detector" at different times; the appearance of Br * is delayed going from negative to positive chirp.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, with fragment detection at a given internuclear position, we have shown that phase modulation of a fixed energy laser pulse can modify the branching ratio between two channels in a photofragmentation process. Such phase dependence can persist for some time after the laser pulse has decayed also without any coupling to an external environment. Thus, in a channel-specific way, the laser phase is able to influence wave-packet spreading in the continuum also for nonadiabatic dynamics and, remarkably, also the average position of a wave packet. We considered a direct photofragmentation, however, it is anticipated that even stronger effects could be observed for indirect (resonance) fragmentation [22] . Finally, it is interesting to note that the branching ratio, i.e., the curve-crossing probability in the long-time (t → ∞) limit, is independent of chirp. The explanation of this observation is clearly outside the scope of the standard Landau-Zener formalism.
